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2. Women and peace
Report on the preparatory workshop 
  
The participants gathered at Amsterdam agreed on the need to extend the definition of war to other forms of violence that affect society, and to assert that women have a permanent role to play in this area, by publicly expressing ideas and attitudes capable of preventing social relations from giving in to this logic of domination and constraint. 
Although most of us had never met before and the fact that we came from very different origins, we observed - to our surprise and pleasure - that our points of view on war and solving conflicts coincided. Thus it quickly became obvious that we had similar opinions on the definition of war and, by extension, that of peace, and on the evidence of non-violence as a means to achieve peace. 
For all the women present at the meeting, war does not limit itself only to armed conflicts but encompasses the daily violence practiced against human beings and most particularly against women (patriarchal violence, sexual violence, the Mafia, and other economic powers). Thus the experiences related by Angel Cassidy, the head of an organization of ex-prostitutes, and Rita Borsellino (see sheet n°5), who combats the Mafia in Italy, were seen by all the participants as the least known aspects of this violence, although as important as war, whose obvious dimension is conflict between two countries or two factions within a territory. Moreover, while the notion of war cannot be limited to armed conflict, peace does not mean simply "cease-fire", but justice, equality and freedom. Coexistence requires respect for the other and a balance between two parties. 
The experiences recounted by the participants, whether by Marie-Louise from Burundi (see sheet n°16) and the way she succeeded in reconciling two opposing camps (Hutus and Tutsis) by dialog and patience, or by Angel and her determination to quit the hell of prostitution revealed many common points in the approaches used. Even the way the workshop proceeded (both flexible and structured, recounting of experiences, no hierarchy, etc.) brought to light a number of values that we felt were important to develop and make known. The idea of calling them "feminine values" was rejected after a short debate by all the participants as a reproduction of gender based social separation and construction. However, in our world it is often women who put forward these values, as they do not set up boundaries between public and private. These values and practices can be summarized by six points:
1. Non-hierarchical organization and operation,
2. Democratic sharing and transparent power and information,
3. Solidarity,
4. Flexibility,
5. Clear and realistic definition of goals and objectives in order to avoid loss of energy and motivation,
6. Exchange of successful experiences. 
All peace construction strategies have to start before the outbreak of conflict and after it has stopped. The occurrence of armed conflict never comes as a surprise. It is preceded by warning signs and it should encourage us to act and be vigilant. 
Before armed conflict:
- This above all entails forming confidence between women, networks and channels of communication,
- Expand solidarity networks as much as possible at international level,
- Encourage the political participation of women. 
During conflict:
- Above all seek points of agreement between the two parties and "depoliticize" the debate as much as possible,
- Use traditional positive conflict solving methods for inspiration,
- Use the vacuum in the public arena (social and political) caused by the absence of males to strengthen and increase the presence of women in social and political organizations. 
Education for non-violence, communication and acquiring self-confidence by strengthening one's own capacities, training, etc., are obviously points of permanent concern. 
The occupation of areas traditionally monopolized by men has in certain cases given women the opportunity to implement their know-how in solving conflicts. This has won them recognition after the event and they are called for later on to join decision-making bodies. These experiences led to four interesting consequences:
- considerable changes in models of traditional societies, and awareness of the need to get women to participate in decision-making bodies;
- the existence of increasingly efficient solidarity networks against war,
- awareness and prevention of possible regressions after conflicts with regard to the role of women in society (the case of Algeria and the Sahraoui);
- the snowball effect of successful experiences. Even if very local, they constitute genuine schools for peace when able to call on adequate networks to diffuse and highlight their efficiency. 
Directions for consideration and actions we thought as important and on which we agreed on became clear during the two days of discussion. 
Directions for consideration
- the importance of demonstrating the link between patriarchy, sexual discrimination and violence;
- various forms of conflict (armed, militarization, organized crime, prostitution) are also forms of war that are often related. Any effort to build peace must take these aspects into account;
- the importance of giving greater visibility to successful local peace initiatives in order to capitalize on the creative potential of women and their role in transforming conflicts, since this can trigger the snowball effect mentioned above. 
Paths of action
- peace education,
- action against impunity,
- action against militarization,
- empowerment of women and encouragement of greater political participation,
- strengthening solidarity networks, and the exchange of experiences by region and continent,
- strengthening the mechanisms of the United Nations. 
The workshop prior to the Hague Conference for Peace was an excellent opportunity to gather women active in building peace and solving conflicts. By sharing experiences and thinking together, we strengthen each other mutually and propose strategies of resistance to violence and war. Such was the goal of this meeting. 
  
Source: Report of the preparatory workshop before the Hague Peace Conference. The full text can be obtained in French by contacting Nadia Aissaoui or Olivier Petitjean (see presentation). Translation by Keith Hodson. 


